
Starships D6 / Verdant Motors Shanda Class Personal Transport

Shanda Personal Transport/Freighter

The Shanda Personal Transport was designed by Verdant Motors to be a 

craft for a spacer on the go. It's a sort of combination of a low class 

yacht and a light freighter. It has a long missile like form with a X 

shaped group of tail-fins and a group of 6 powerful sublight engines. 

The craft has a dull yellow color to it from the alloy used in making 

it's hull. It's main defensive capabilities come not from the civilian 

level weapons it carries but from the Defensor Shield Globes. They are 

fit into snug depressions in the hull. These launch and spiral around 

the ship forming powerful reflective energy shields all about the ship, 

sometimes forming them to block shots rather than actualy jsut cover the 

whole ship. The Defensors can also be drawn close togetehr to relase an 

energy blast all around the ship of signifagant magnitude. There is also 

an option to buy a droid rbain for the ship that can handle piloting, 

astrogation and other shipboard tasks for them.

Model: Verdant Motors Shanda Class Personal Transport

Type: Personal Transport

Scale: Starfighter 

Length: 40 meters 

Skill: Space Transports: Shanda

Crew: 1 

Cargo Capacity: 135 metric tons

Consumables: 1 month 

Passengers: 5

Cost: 210,000 (new) not available used

Manueverability: 2D+1 

Space: 6 

Atmosphere: 280; 720 kmh 

Hull: 4D+1 

Shields: *

Sensors: 

        Passive: 15/0D 

        Scan: 30/1D 

        Search: 55/2D 

        Focus: 3/2D+1 

Weapons: 

2 Laser Cannons (fire-linked) 

        Fire Arc: Front 



        Skill: Starship Gunnery 

        Fire Control: 1D+2 

        Space Range: 1-3/12/25 

        Atmosphere Range: 100-300/1200/2500 

        Damage: 4D+1 

15 VerdantTech Defensor 1.5 Shield Globes

        Fire Arc: Front 

        Skill: Starship Shields

        Fire Control: 2D

        Space Range: 2/4/6

        Game Notes: Three Defensors can form a triangular shield 1 space 

        unit large with a strength of 3D starfighter scale, every two 

        defensors added to that adds 1D to the strength and 1 space unit 

        that the shield can cover. The Defensors can form a ring of 14 

        around the craft and fire a discagre blast all around with a damage 

        of 6D+2 and blast radius of 3 space units.

Optional Droid Brain

Crew Skill: Space Transports: Shanda 5D, Sensors 5D, Communication 5D, 

            Astrogation 5D

Cost: 90,000 
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